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Raising awareness is job #1
prerequisite for public and political permission

• Coalition – gather allies, multiple partners: medical, enforcement, legislators, advocates
• Engage critics concerns – do your homework. Know the other side
• Persistence – take the long view
• Know the committees, key members and chairs
Drunk driver from Glovesville hits garage, multiple vehicles suffer

A drunk driver from Glovesville, N.Y., was arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated. He then crashed into a building, causing significant damage.

11-13-20

LYUNA

11-12-20

Woman charged in DWI

A woman has been arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated. She was driving under the influence of alcohol.

11-24-20

COUNTY

New charges for drunk drivers who kill

A proposal to increase sentences for drivers who cause fatalities due to drunk driving.

Niskayuna Town Supervisor Yaminie Syed and the town board have moved to include a provision in the town budget that would increase the fine and jail time for drunk driving convictions.

Police: Deer/car accident results in DWI

DEAR SCOTT

A deer carcass was found on the side of the road. Police are investigating the cause and will determine if it was a hit-and-run.

11-24-20

COUNTY

New charges for drunk drivers who kill

A proposal to increase sentences for drivers who cause fatalities due to drunk driving.

The following is from a Buffalo News editorial:

"It is a terrible waste of lives when a drunk driver's hand is on the wheel."

The proposed law would increase the jail time and fines for drunk driving convictions.

Korutuswoman, 33, killed in head-on crash early Sunday

A woman was killed in a head-on crash early Sunday morning. Police are investigating the cause and looking for witnesses.

Charges filed

A man has been arrested and charged with disorderly conduct. He was allegedly involved in a fight.
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.05% BAC law is simply the right thing to do

separates drinking from driving
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